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Our transitional furniture
               will match your child’s
                      progressive growth phases,
                               from baby…
                              to toddler…
                           to teenager.
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“For God so loved the 
world, that he gave his 
only begotten Son, that 

whosoever believeth in him 
should not perish, but have 

everlasting life.  
John 3:16”
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It all starts in the woods. Our 
native hardwood trees are an 
invaluable resource that we 
do well to perpetuate. Most 

hardwood tree species take 75 
to 125 years to reach maturity. 

To be truly sustainable, the 
products we produce from these 
trees need to last longer than it 

takes the tree to grow.

Our craftsmen understand the 
inherent qualities of wood. 

They meticulously handpick the 
finest hardwood to create your 

furniture. Every piece is carefully 
shaped and planed, bringing it to 
perfection. Attention is given to 
every detail. The best; and only 
the best passes final inspection.

It’s all about the baby. Our cribs 
undergo rigid testing and fully 

meet federal standards. After all, 
it is an investment in our future.

Few things are more impressive 
then the pristine beauty of wood 

grain. Every piece of furniture 
is a unique specimen with its 

own grain design. We carefully 
stain and hand rub each piece to 

capture and preserve this 
    naturally occurring 

wonderment.

Good things are meant to last. 
And so it is with every piece 
of Kid’s Comfort furniture. 

Each component’s hefty caliper 
contributes to the unrivaled 

strength and endurance of the 
finished product.
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ORGANIC

Imagine creating a pristine, chemical-free micro environment 
for your baby. Kid’s Comfort Organic allows you to do just 
that. All our standard products are created with child safe 
varnishes and meet ASTM standards and consumer safety 

product standards. However with Kid’s Comfort Organic you 
can now provide your child with products that exceed these 
regulations. Enjoy peace of mind knowing you are doing your 

utmost with eco-friendly, organic furnishings.

Solid wood materials only are used throughout: fronts, tops, sides, bottoms, 
backers, drawer bottoms, braces and partitions. There is absolutely no plywood 

or particle board used anywhere!
Every piece is handcrafted and hand assembled right here in our own workshop.

The glue used in assembling Kid’s Comfort Organic products is not totally 
chemical free but it is water-based with a very low chemical content. The only 

reason we use this glue is lack of any organic wood glues. We are committed to 
upgrading as organic glues are developed.

Our Organic finish is a linseed oil derived from natural flaxseed. This product 
is non toxic, 100% VOC free, has no chemical driers, is non flammable, 

compostable, and environmentally & food safe.
Two applications of this organic finish is hand rubbed onto raw wood, 

preserving the natural beauty and appearance of your furniture.
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Our finishing process comes standard with CHILD SAFE coatings. 
· All Cribs are redesigned with hidden fasteners to hide or eliminate as many bolts and holes as possible. 

· Cribs are built with sturdy mortise and tennon construction designed for years of use. 
· Drawer systems are under-mount, soft-close, full extension with 6 way adjustment drawer slides to 

eliminate slamming drawers in your nursery. 
· New Three position Y-frame mattress support system designed to not leave any visible holes in your 

crib, converted toddler bed or full size bed. 
· We eliminated wood plugs to cover screw holes on top moldings by using our new hidden 

fastener technology. 
· All furniture pieces come with a wall anchor to prevent tipping hazards in your nursery. 

· Our furniture back pieces are finished with the same quality and processes that all  
other visible parts are.  

· As always all Kids Comfort cribs are fully convertible, and are tested and certified to  
CPSIA and ASTM federal standards.

We appreciate you considering the purchase of our furniture. Kids Comfort strives for quality and 
service to you as our customer. We are real people that answer our phone and personally work 

with you to accomplish your goals. Our objective is to treat our customers the way we expect to be 
treated and give nothing but complete satisfaction. 

       Kids Comfort cherishes your interest in local sourced product and labor that keeps our jobs at 
home. Our hardwood lumber is sourced from the Appalachian region here in the mid western states 
and our labor is sourced 100% locally. You can be assured that our purpose for you as our customer 

is building healthy relationships, creating a safety minded culture, displaying superb products, and 
offering unwavering service. 

       As the owner of Kids Comfort, a husband to Rosanna, and a father to Jon Mark, Juanita, Japheth, 
Caleb, Julie, Isaiah, Seth and Sarah we realize the importance of quality,safety, endurance, and service. 

In closing my goal is to serve you.
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Hidden Fasteners On Top Molding
No Bolts Showing
(Hidden Fastener)

Solid wood, dovetailed drawer boxes
that are finished and top-coted.

Backers are finished with the same 
procedures as all other visible parts

Finished Slats For
Bed & Rail System

All cribs are completely
solid wood including
the mattress support.

All case pieces have solid
wood sides, fronts, tops,

and drawer fronts.

· Organic Finish
· Organic Construction
     Solid wood drawer bottoms
     Solid wood backer
     Solid wood braces
     No plywood in any part of your                   
     case piece

· Custom sizes 
· Custom furniture
· Custom Colors
· Custom Hardware

Three position y-frame mattress support 
designed to not leave holes in your crib.

  Cribs & All Surface Coatings Are 
Tested & Certified To Federal Standards.
  Child Safe finishes come standard on 
all Kids Comfort furniture.

STANDARD

Soft Close, Under-Mount Drawer Slides

Furniture Tip Restraints
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“I like this but…”  “Can you add…”  “Would you change…”
We have, along with the frustrations furniture retailers 

experience with custom requests. But we decided to simplify 
the process, so you can actually promote custom furniture 

and enjoy it. We provide detailed line drawing proofs to help 
everyone involved visualize the finish product. Accuracy is 
the key to successful customization. Our experienced staff 
and dependable system stand ready to help you to that end.

*Due to federal standards, customization on cribs is not available

FOR CUSTOM REQUESTS

CREAT NEW LINE DRAWING PROOF

Here at Kids Comfort we offer different kinds of delivery 
options as follows. Please contact us for rates.

· (Blanket Wrap) We shrink wrap and blanket your furniture 
after inspecting each piece carefully and thoroughly. Then 
your furniture is hand loaded into a specialized furniture 

trailer and delivered to you by a furniture delivery team that 
is experienced and professional.

· (Freight) We shrink wrap your furniture after inspecting 
each piece carefully and thoroughly. We then use a 
two part box with a base that has Styrofoam on the 

bottom and the sides and tops are filled with 

expandable foam to keep your furniture from being jarred. 
We then strap your whole order on a pallet and ship to any 

destination in the US or Canada.
· (White Glove Inside and Setup)We shrink wrap and 

blanket your furniture after inspecting each piece carefully 
and thoroughly. Then your furniture is hand loaded into a 

specialized furniture trailer by a delivery team. These team 
members then coordinate with you to schedule delivery, 

assembly and setup at your convinience and location.

r e ac h  u s  at 
330 .893 .0713

kidscomfort@emypeople.net
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A modern but natural look 
that is of excellent stature 

and robust quality. Haven truly 
is of heirloom quality made to 

last a lifetime.

shown in brown maple wood with driftwood stain

The Haven style is popular in brown 
maple wood but also available in any 

other native wood species.

OCS 135 
Driftwood

OCS 133 
Tundra 

OCS 122 
Cocoa

popular hardware

popular stain colors

53014-G10 29355-G10
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child safe finish

beatiful tall headboard. 
makes attractive 

headboard converted 
from crib.

attractive top 
molding

three position 
Y-frame mattress 

support designed to 
not leave holes in 

your crib.

clean front look 
with wide slats.

hidden fasteners

mortise and tennon 
construction
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8402 
Slat Crib

61Wx30Dx55H
Front Panel 37H

8403 
Panel Crib 

61Wx30Dx55H 
Front Panel 37H

1231-T
Full Size Bed

Headboard 55H
Front Panel 37H

3-in-1
 Covertible Crib

1232-H 
Panel Toddler Bed

61Wx30Dx55H

1233-H 
Panel Day Bed

61Wx30Dx55H
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8405  
Changer

40Wx20Dx32½H

8410 
Nightstand 

26Wx20Dx24H

8406 
Dresser 

60Wx20Dx32½H

8408  
Chest

38W x 20D x 48H

8412-48 
48" Bookcase 

36Wx15Dx48H

shown with K1010 BN Pulls Shown with K1010 BN Pulls

shown with K1010 BN PullsShown with K1004 BN Pulls

Shown with K1006 BN Pulls
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8407 
Tall Dresser

60Wx20Dx40H

8422 
Landscape Mirror

32W x1Dx45H

“ Whosoever shall not 
receive the kingdom of God 

as a little child shall in no 
wise enter therein.  

Luke 18:17”

8421  
Landscape Mirror
48W x 1D x 32HShown with K1006 BN Pulls
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The spotless lines and robust 
construction of Prudence 

brings a discerning alternative 
to your nursery

shown in brown maple wood with nutmeg stain

118 antique slate weathered finish

popular hardware

popular stain colors

K-803 Black Knobs 53005-G10

shown in OCS118 Antique Slate on Oak
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1302 
Crib 

54½Wx30¼Dx34H

1232-PR 
Conversion Toddler Bed 

54½Wx30¼Dx34H

1342 
Slat Bed 

Availablee inKing, Queen, Full& Twin36Wx15Dx48H 
37"H (no Matress Foundation Needed

1247-PR 
Conversion For Full Bed (platform Style} 

 Headboard 37"H . Footboard 11¼"H

1327 
Changing Table Converter 

34¾Wx17¼Dx3H

1335 
Hang-on Nightstand for Bed Rails 

20Wx13⅝Dx7H
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1305 
Three Drawer Changer 

38Wx19Dx33H

1308 
Six Drawer Dresser 

52Wx19Dx33H

1310 
Night Stand 

22Wx19Dx26H
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The graceful sweep of Tanessah 
flows like a gently rolling wave. 
This unusual feature, along with 

the appeal of its spindles and 
curved drawers, elevates Tanessah into a 
class of its own. Unforgettably elegant.

shown in brown maple wood with nutmeg stain

The Tanessah style is popular in brown 
maple wood but also available in any 

other native wood species.

113 michaels 230 onyx 226 coffee

popular hardware

popular stain colors

29368-G10 29355-G10
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child safe finish

beautiful thick
top moldings

round hardwood 
spindles

curved solid panels 
with mortise and 

tenon construction

heavy top
molding

three position 
Y-frame mattress 

support designed to 
not leave holes in 

your crib.

thick chunky posts 
and top rails

hidden fasteners
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9802
Crib

57¼Wx34½Dx48H
Front Panel 38H

1232-T
Toddler Bed

57¼Wx34½Dx48H

1231-T
Full Size Bed

Headboard 48H
Footboard 38H

3-in-1
 Covertible Crib

1233-T
Day Bed

57¼Wx34½Dx48H
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9810
Nightstand

26Wx20⅝Dx28H

9804
Tower

57½Wx20⅝Dx42H

9808
Chest

38Wx20⅝Dx48H

9805
3 Drawer Changer
38Wx20⅝Dx33H

9807
Changing Table

57½Wx20⅝Dx33H
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9812-48
Bookcase

38Wx17¼Dx48H

9806
Dresser

60Wx205/8Dx33H

9822
Mirror

42Wx23/4Dx39H

9842
Bed

Available in King, Queen,  Full & Twin
Headboard 48H · Footboard 15½H 

9816
Chifforobe

57½Wx20⅝Dx48H

heart

beauty & happiness
We find delight in the 

of children that makes 
the 

 
too big for the body. 

ralph waldo emerson
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Arch tops and beveled 
curvature of the Manhattan 

Series is reminiscent of sleighs, 
Grandma’s house, and the good 

old days. Add to this the simplicity of 
straight line design, and what you get is 

decidedly aristocratic.

The Manhattan style is popular in brown 
maple and rustic cherry, but also 

available in any other native 
wood species.

106 acres 226 coffee 230 onyx

popular hardware

popular stain colors

carlisle pull oval satin nickle knob

shown in brown maple wood with rich tobacco stain
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curved solid
wood slats

arched tops with
mortise and tenon 

construction

three position 
Y-frame mattress 

support designed to 
not leave holes in 

your crib.

thick flared posts

hidden fasteners

child safe finish
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3-in-1
 Covertible Crib

4802
Slat Crib

56¼Wx37⅜Dx44H
Front Panel 37⅞H

1232-MA
Toddler Bed

56¼Wx37⅜Dx44H

1231-MA
Full Size Slat Bed

Headboard 37⅜H
Footboard 37⅜H

1233-MA
Day Bed

56¼Wx37⅜Dx44H
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4804
Tower

60Wx21¼Dx42⅜H

4806
Dresser

63Wx21¼Dx33¼H

4805
3 Drawer Changer

40Wx21¼Dx33¼H

4808
Chest

40Wx21½Dx48H

4812
Bookcase

36Wx16¼Dx48H

4810
Nightstand

23Wx21¼Dx27¼H
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4852
Bed

Available in King, Queen,  Full & Twin
Headboard 52H

Standard Footboard 30H · Low Footboard 15H 

4842
Bed

Available in King, Queen,  Full & Twin
Headboard 52H

Standard Footboard 30H · Low Footboard 15H 

1231
Bed

Available in King, Queen,  Full & Twin
Headboard 52H

Standard Footboard 30H · Low Footboard 15H 

4822
Mirror

32½Wx2¼Dx45H

Suffer the

to come unto me,
and forbid them not:

for of such is the

MARK 10:14kingdom of God

little children
Suffer the

to come unto me,
and forbid them not:

for of such is the

MARK 10:14
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Recreating the old. Built along 
traditional patterns, Shaker is 
just expressive enough to give 
a notable twist to its timeless 
design. An artisan’s touch is reflected in 

every line.

The Shaker style is popular in brown 
maple and rustic cherry, but also 

available in any other native 
wood species.

weathered 
finish

angel 230 onyx

popular hardware

popular stain colors

round wood knob K-803-BL

shown in brown maple wood with weathered finish
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Recreating the old. Built along 
traditional patterns, Shaker is 
just expressive enough to give 
a notable twist to its timeless 
design. An artisan’s touch is reflected in 

every line.

The Shaker style is popular in brown 
maple and rustic cherry, but also 

available in any other native 
wood species.

weathered 
finish

angel 230 onyx

popular hardware

popular stain colors

round wood knob K-803-BL

shown in brown maple wood with onyx stain
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mortise and tenon 
construction solid 

wood rear panel

curved modern 
headboard

modern narrow slats 
with mortise and 

tenon construction

hidden fasteners

three position 
Y-frame mattress 

support designed to 
not leave holes in 

your crib.

slanted posts

child safe finish
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1603
Panel Crib

58⅜Wx31⅝Dx47¾H
Front Panel 37¾H

1602
Slat Crib

58⅜Wx31⅝Dx47¾H
Front Panel 37¾H

1232-SH
Toddler Bed

58⅜Wx31⅝Dx47¾H

1231-C
Full Size Panel Bed
Headboard 473/4H
Footboard 37¾H

3-in-1
 Covertible Crib

1233-SH
Day Bed

58⅜Wx31⅝Dx47¾H
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1610
Nightstand

22¾Wx18⅝Dx22⅜H

1605
3 Drawer Changer

43Wx18⅝Dx33⅛H

Children
a heartful

are a handful
sometimes,

all the
time.

author unknown

1614
Convertible Dresser

58Wx18⅝Dx33H

1615
Convertible 3 drawer

43Wx18⅝Dx33H

convertibleconvertible
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1612-48
Bookcase

38Wx15⅝Dx49⅝H

1652
Bed

Available in King, Queen,  Full & Twin
Headboard 473/4H 

Footboard 30H · Footboard 151/2H

1608
Chest

38Wx18⅝Dx49⅝H

1622
Mirror

32¾Wx1⅛Dx40¾H

1606
Dresser

58Wx18⅝Dx33⅛H
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Combining the scalloped 
appearance of the convertible 
crib with the rounded verticals 
and bun feet of the accompanying 

furniture is the stroke of genius. The 
Hampton series radiates buoyancy and 

playfulness.

The Hampton style is available in brown 
maple only.

angel 117 asbury 230 onyx

popular hardware

popular stain colors

53005-G10 K-3898-DBN

shown in brown maple wood with angel paint
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hidden fasteners

routed, arched
top molding

curved top
end molding

solid wood slats with 
mortise and tenon 

construction

three position 
Y-frame mattress 

support designed to 
not leave holes in 

your crib.

solid
wood posts

child safe finish
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3202
Crib

57¾Wx31⅞Dx47½H
Front Panel 38H

1231-S
Full Size Bed

Headboard 47½H
Footboard 38H

3-in-1
 Convertible Crib

1233-H
Day Bed

57¾Wx31⅞Dx47½H

1232-H
Toddler Bed

57¾Wx31⅞Dx47½H
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3210
Nightstand

23Wx19Dx261/2H

3205
3 Drawer Changer

38Wx19Dx33H

3208
Chest

38Wx19Dx48H

3212
Bookcase

38Wx123/4Dx48H

3206
Dresser

53Wx19Dx33H

3204
Cupboard

513/4Wx19Dx33H
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3222
Mirror

42Wx11/2Dx39H
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A mellow hand hewn look 
framed by bowed edges 

and capped with exquisite 
craftsmanship…the result is 
extraordinary and distinctively Carlisle.

The Carlisle style is popular in brown 
maple wood but also available in any 

other native wood species.

113 michaels 230 onyx 226 coffee

popular hardware

popular stain colors

oval satin nickle knobcarlisle pull

shown in brown maple wood with rich cherry stain
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A mellow hand hewn look 
framed by bowed edges 

and capped with exquisite 
craftsmanship…the result is 
extraordinary and distinctively Carlisle.

The Carlisle style is popular in brown 
maple wood but also available in any 

other native wood species.

113 michaels 230 onyx 226 coffee

popular hardware

popular stain colors

oval satin nickle knobcarlisle pull

shown in brown maple wood with seely stain
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narrow modern slats 
with mortise and 

tenon construction

curved end panels

thick rounded
top moldings

curved solid 
wood panel with 

mortise and tenon 
construction

beefy flared posts

three position 
Y-frame mattress 

support designed to 
not leave holes in 

your crib.

hidden fasteners

child safe finish
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7402
Slat Crib

59½Wx34½Dx45H
Front Panel 38H

7403
Panel Crib

59½Wx34½Dx45H
Front Panel 38H

1233-C
Slat Day Bed

59½Wx34½Dx45H

1232-C
Toddler Bed

59½Wx34½Dx45H

1231-C
Full Size Panel Bed

Headboard 45H
Footboard 38H

3-in-1
 Covertible Crib
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7410
Nightstand

23Wx20Dx261/2H

7405
3 Drawer Changer

40Wx20Dx333/8H

7412
Bookcase

36Wx141/4Dx48H

7404
Tower

561/2Wx20Dx407/8H

7408
Chest

40Wx20Dx48H

7406
Dresser

64Wx20Dx333/8H

7422
Mirror

323/4Wx11/4Dx40H
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7442
Bed

Available in King, Queen,  Full & Twin 
Headboard 49H

Footboard 30H · Low Footboard 153/4H

7454
Bed

Available in King, Queen,  Full & Twin 
Headboard 49H

Footboard 30H · Low Footboard 153/4H

7407
Tall Dresser

64Wx20Dx401/4H

In the

you will

of a

child
eyes

as it should be.

see the

UNKNOWN

world

Shown with
low footboard
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There is nothing hoity-toity 
or high-hat about the Mission 
Series... it is what it is. Lack of 

pretext and a world of structural 
integrity underline its functionality and 

irrepressible lasting beauty.

The Mission style is popular in cherry and 
 oak, but also available in any other 

native wood species.

106 acres 226 coffee 228 rich 
tobacco

popular hardware

popular stain colors

square wood knob K-803-BL

shown in brown maple wood with boston stain
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There is nothing hoity-toity 
or high-hat about the Mission 
Series... it is what it is. Lack of 

pretext and a world of structural 
integrity underline its functionality and 

irrepressible lasting beauty.

The Mission style is popular in cherry and 
 oak, but also available in any other 

native wood species.

106 acres 226 coffee 228 rich 
tobacco

popular hardware

popular stain colors

square wood knob K-803-BL

shown in oak wood with antique slate stain
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beefy top moldings

mortise and tenon 
construction in 

panel

solid wood slats with 
mortise and tenon 

construction
thick, chunky solid 

wood posts

three position 
Y-frame mattress 

support designed to 
not leave holes in 

your crib.

hidden fasteners

child safe finish
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beefy top moldings

solid wood slats with 
mortise and tenon 
construction

thick, chunky solid 
wood posts

three position 
Y-frame mattress 
support designed to 
not leave holes in 
your crib.

hidden fasteners

child safe finish
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seriesMission

1803
Panel Crib

58⅝Wx32¼Dx46H
Front Panel 38H

1802
Slat Crib

58⅝Wx32¼Dx46H
Front Panel 38H

1232-MI
Slat Toddler Bed

58⅝Wx32¼Dx46H

1233-MI
Slat Day Bed

58⅝Wx32¼Dx46H

1231-MI
Full Size Panel Bed

Headboard 46H
Footboard 38H

3-in-1
 Covertible Crib
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1202
Economy Slat Crib

56⅝Wx31⅜Dx4713/16H
Front Panel 38H

1232-EC
Economy Slat Toddler Bed
56⅝Wx31⅜ Dx4713/16H

JR-1254  
Panel Bed

Available in King, Queen, Full, & Twin
Headboard 52 ¾H 

Footboard 30H . Low Footboard 15"H

1231-EC
Full Size Slat Bed
Headboard 46H
Footboard 38H

forever
hold our hands

for a while,
our hearts

Children
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1810
Nightstand

22Wx20Dx26H

1806
Dresser

56½Wx20Dx33H

1805
4 Drawer Changer

38Wx20Dx33H

1804
Changing Tower
51Wx20Dx38H

1822
Mirror

32¾Wx1⅛Dx40¾H

1808
Chest

38Wx20Dx48H
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1842
Bed

Available in King, Queen,  Full & Twin 
Headboard 523/4H

Footboard 30H · Low Footboard 153/8H

1854
Bed

Available in King, Queen,  Full & Twin 
Headboard 523/4H

Footboard 30H · Low Footboard 153/8H

1812
Bookcase

36Wx13Dx48H

Shown with
low footboard

1814
Convertible Dresser

53 ½2W x 33 ¾H x 19 ¼D

1815
Convertible Changer

38W x 33 ¾H x 19 ¼D

convertible

convertible
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™

™

As it’s name implies, the 
Traditional series define 

all that is right and good. It 
features convertible furniture, 
from crib to day bed to full-size using the 
same piece. Convert either the dresser, 
chest, chifferobe, 3 drawer changer or 

nightstand to a changing table by just turning 
it over. It’s as simple as that!

The Traditional style is popular in brown 
maple and oak, but also available in any 

other native wood species.

104 seely 225 mission 226 coffee

popular hardware

popular stain colors

round wood knob oval satin nickle knob

shown in brown maple wood with coffee stain
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beefy curved 
top moldings

three position 
Y-frame mattress 

support designed to 
not leave holes in 

your crib.

thick curved posts

wide traditional slats 
with mortise and 

tenon construction

solid wood panel 
headboard with 

mortise and tenon 
construction

hidden fasteners

child safe finish
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6203
Panel Crib

56⅜Wx35¼Dx45⅝H
Front Panel 38H

6202
Slat Crib

56⅜Wx35¼Dx45⅝H
Front Panel 38H

1231-S
Full Size Panel Bed
Headboard 45⅝H

Footboard 38H

1232-S
Panel Toddler Bed

56⅜Wx35¼Dx45⅝H

1233-S
Panel Day Bed

56⅜Wx35¼Dx45⅝H

3-in-1
 Covertible Crib
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convertible

6210
Nightstand

22¾Wx17¼Dx26¾H

6205
3 Drawer Changer

36½Wx17¼Dx34¼H

6204
Tower

55Wx17¼Dx39½H

convertible

6206
Dresser

53½Wx17¼Dx34¼H

We use side mount, ball bearing drawer slides on all Traditional 
case pieces due to the unique construction of these pieces.
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convertible

6208
Chest

36½Wx17¼Dx43¼H

convertible

6216
Wardrobe

53¼Wx17¼Dx43¼H

6212
Bookcase

36Wx123/4Dx48H
6252

Bed
Available in King, Queen,  Full & Twin 

Headboard 48H
Footboard 30H · Low Footboard 151/8H
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HAVEN
CRIB

TANESSAH
CRIB

PRUDENCE 
CRIB

MANHATTAN
CRIB

HAMPTON
CRIB

9802
Crib

57¼Wx34½Dx48H
Front Panel 38H

4802
Slat Crib

56¼Wx37⅜Dx44H
Front Panel 37⅞H

3202
Crib

57¾Wx31⅞Dx47½H
Front Panel 38H

CARLISLE
PANEL CRIB

7403
Panel Crib

59½Wx34½Dx45H
Front Panel 38H

AT A GLANCE

8402 
Slat Crib

61Wx30Dx55H
Front Panel 37H

1302 
Crib 

54½Wx30¼Dx34H
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CARLISLE
SLAT CRIB

MISSION
PANEL CRIB

MISSION
SLAT CRIB

TRADITIONAL
PANEL CRIB

ECONOMY
CRIB

SHAKER  
CRIB

7402
Slat Crib

59½Wx34½Dx45H
Front Panel 38H

1803
Panel Crib

58⅝Wx32¼Dx46H
Front Panel 38H

1802
Slat Crib

58⅝Wx32¼Dx46H
Front Panel 38H

6203
Panel Crib

56⅜Wx351/4Dx45⅝H
Front Panel 38H

1202
Slat Crib

56⅝Wx31⅜Dx4713/16H
Front Panel 38H

1603
Panel Crib

58⅜Wx31⅝Dx47¾H
Front Panel 37¾H
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standard mattress

organic crib mattress toddler bed conversion

full-size bed rails and slats

flat & contour changing pad
(contoured pad does not fit in Traditional furniture)

dresser hutchtower hutch

crib drawer unit
Drawer Units for Full size beds

are also available. Low Footboard option for all cribs.
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changing table converter mirror

2560
Economy Toy Box

33Wx17½Dx16½H

2520
Dovetail Toy Box

35Wx19½Dx18H

conversion board

children walk in 
truth.

Joy
I Have no greater

than to hear that my

"3 JOHN 4:1"
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OPTIONS

We work with the following companies if you 
want custom pulls or knobs on your furniture.

· Amerock · Belwith Products
· Hershberger Hardware

million.
eyes

wonders

seven

seven
There are no

of the world
in the

There are

walt streightiff

of a child.

K-803-BL
K1010-BN 

15 1/2" Long

K1006 BN  
10 3/8" Long

K1004 BN  
7 7/8" Long

K1002 BN  
5 3/8" Long

P7522-SN

29355-G10

53005-G10

square wood knob

53014-G10

29368-G10

K-3898-DBN

round wood knob

oval wood knob

there will be an upcharge for
non-standard hardware
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OCS - 132  
sand

OCS - 133 
 tundra

OCS - 134  
argos

OCS - 135 
driftwood

OCS - 226  
coffee 

OCS - 227  
rich cherry

OCS - 228  
rich tobacco 

OCS - 230  
onyx

maple

OCS - 100  
natural

OCS - 104  
seely

OCS - 116 
harvest

OCS - 101  
S-2 

OCS - 106  
acres 

OCS - 117  
asbury

OCS - 102 
fruitwood

OCS - 107 
washington 

OCS - 118  
antique slate

OCS - 103  
M-X

OCS - 110 
medium 

OCS - 119 
cappuccino

OCS - 111  
boston

OCS - 121  
smoke

OCS - 112 
provincial

OCS - 122  
cocoa

OCS - 113 
michael's 

OCS - 131  
frost 

COLORS

these samples are displayed to show approximate colors. to ensure 
accuracy we recommend using wood samples to select your stain.

See digital samples at viztechfurniture.com/stains/ohio-certified-stains/
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OCS - 133  
tundra

OCS - 134 
 argos

OCS - 135  
driftwood

OCS - 226  
coffe

OCS - 227  
rich cherry 

OCS - 228  
rich tobacco

OCS - 230  
onyx 

OCS - 121  
smokw

oak

OCS - 100  
natural

OCS - 104  
seely

OCS - 116 
harvest

OCS - 101  
S-2

OCS - 106  
acres 

OCS - 117  
asbury

OCS - 102 
fruitwood

OCS - 107 
washington 

OCS - 118  
antique slate

OCS - 103  
MX

OCS - 110 
medium 

OCS - 119 
cappuccino

OCS - 111  
boston

OCS - 122  
cocoa

OCS - 112 
provincial

OCS - 131  
frost

OCS - 113 
michael's 

OCS - 132  
sand

COLORS

these samples are displayed to show approximate colors. to ensure 
accuracy we recommend using wood samples to select your stain.

See digital samples at viztechfurniture.com/stains/ohio-certified-stains/
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SAMPLES

See digital samples at finishworks.com/store/individual-premier-samples/paintsamples

Regal Blue  
CSFP-40480-PNT

Sand Dollar  
CSFP-CW203-PNT

White  
CSFP-W0117-PNT

Georgian  
CSFP-10607-PNT

Antique White 
CSFP-23194-PNT

Glacier  
CSFP-15407-PNT

Black  
CSFP-11050-PNT

Grey Sky  
CSFP-40481-PNT

Celery  
CSFP-G0078-PNT

Metropolitan 
CSFP-15809-PNT

Chelsea Grey 
CSFP-22638-PNT

Millington Gold 
CSFP-40425-PNT

Country White 
CSFP-5155-PNT

Panda White 
CSFP-5100-PNT

Decorator White 
CSFP-11743-PNT

Pearl  
CSFP-7624-PNT
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Kid’s Comfort Furniture
5209 Evans Creek Road SW · Sugarcreek, OH 44681

p.330.893.0713 · f.330.275.1195 · kidscomfort@emypeople.net

Januar y 2023


